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Since the work of Birkhoff and Kellogg [3] and Caccioppoli [ll], fixed 
point theorems have often been used to prove the existence of solutions of 
differential equations. We refer in particular to the following three well- 
known results. 
THEOREM 1. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally 
convex Hausdorff topological vector space E. If f: C + C is continuous, then 
it has a fixed point. 
THEOREM 2. Let C be a nonempty closed subset of a Banach space E. If 
f: C-+ C is a strict contraction (i.e., 1 f(x) - f(y)1 < k ) x - y 1 for some 
k < 1 and all x, y in C), then it has a unique fixed point. 
THEOREM 3. Let C, a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a 
space E, possess normal structure. If f: C + C is nonexpansive (i.e., 
If(x)-f(Y)l<IX-Ylf or all x and y in C), then it has a fixed point. 
Theorem 1 is Tychonoff’s classical theorem [34, p. 7701. Theorem 2 is 
Banach’s fixed point theorem in a Banach space setting [2, p. 1601. Theorem 3 
is the Browder-Kirk fixed point theorem [20, p. 1004; 8, p. 10413. Recent 
applications of these theorems in the theory of differential equations can be 
found in [22; 6, p. 374; 7, p. 11011. 
In the last few years “the tide turned back” and fixed point theorems 
began to be deduced from existence theorems for differential equations. 
The first result in this direction seems to be due to Browder [9, p. 8781. 
Browder’s results were improved by Crandall [12, p. 4.521. Martin [24, p. 4131 
and Vidossich [35, 361 have recently obtained three results that correspond 
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to the three theorems mentioned above. In all three results, f  need not be 
a self-mapping of its domain of definition. Instead, it is assumed that 
lim d((1 - h) s + hf(s), C)jlz == 0, 
h-O+ 
(1) 
for each .v E C, where d(~, C) = inf{i z - y  , : J E Cl. This condition was 
first used by Nagumo [26]. It seems to have been rediscovered by BrCzis [5]. 
Let E* denote the conjugate space of a normed linear space E and let J 
denote the duality mapping from E into the set of nonempty subsets of B” 
(i.e., J(X) = {x* E E*: (x, x*) = j N I2 = / s* I”). Let D be a nonemptp 
subset of E. A mapping ‘4: D ---f E is called accretizte if for each s and Y 
in D there is Jo /(x - y) such that (As - -Jy,i) 3 0. It will be called 
strong<v accretive if there is c > 0 such that for each .Y and JJ in D there is 
i E J(.Y - ~7) with (FIX - Ay,j) >, c 1 x - 4’ 12. Let i stand for the identit! 
mapping (on D). I f  f :  D-E is nonexpansive (a strict contraction). then 
i -- f  is accretive (strongly accretive). 
THEOREM 4. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a jnite- 
dimensional Euclidean space E. Let a continuous f: C + E satisf?’ (1). If the 
Caurhy problem u’ = (f - i)(u), u(O) = u,, h as at most one solution for each 
u0 E C, then f has a jixed point. 
THEOREM 5. Let C be a nonempty closed subset of a Banach space E. Let 
a continuous and bounded f: C --, E satisfjl (1). If i - f is strongI? accretive. 
then f has a unique fixed point. 
THEOREM 6. Let C, a nonempty weakly compact c0nz:e.r subset of a Banach 
space E, possess normal structure. Let a continuous and bounded f: C + E 
satisfy (1). If i - f is accretive, then f has a fixed point. 
The proofs of these theorems are based on the existence and properties 
of solutions of the Cauchy problem u’ = (f - i)(u), u(O) = u,, . Yidossich [36] 
writes that as far as he can see “the theorems cannot be proved in a different 
way.” Since these proofs are long and complicated, it might be interesting 
to examine this statement and to inquire whether the theorems can he 
established directly (without mentioning differential equations) in a simple 
manner (perhaps by using more geometry and less analysis (cf. [21])). 
Partially answering this question, we extend in Section I Theorem 4 to 
a locally convex setting. This extension, which includes Theorem 1, turns 
out to be equivalent to the Halpern-Bergman fixed point theorem [ 19, p. 3561. 
In Section 2, we prove Theorem 5 when C is convex, f  is Lipschitzian, 
and E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. In Section 3, it is shown that an 
improved version of Theorem 6 can be derived directly from Theorem 5. 
Section 4 includes related results. 
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1. TYCHONOFF’S THEOREM 
Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space, and let p 
be a continuous seminorm on E. If  C is a subset of E and x is in E, we define 
d,(.v, C) = inf{p(s - y): y  E C} and QVc(x) = {y E C: p(x - y) = dp(x, C)] 
We denote by K(C) the set of all nonempty compact convex subsets of C. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let C be a compact conoer subset of a locall?, conzlex Hausdorff 
topological vector space E. If  p is a continuous seminorm on E, then 
Qr,=: E + K(C) is upper semicontinuous. 
Proof. Denote Q,” by Q and let S be a closed subset of C. Let a net 
(xd: d E D} C E with Q(&) n S f  o for each d converge to x E E. For 
each d there exists sd in S such that sd EQ(xJ. We may assume that (sd} 
converges to a point s in S. Let y  belong to C. Then p(~ - s) < 
p(x - %) + P(% - sd) + P(% - s) < p(x - xd) + p(x, - 3’) + p(s, - s). 
Consequently, p(x - s) < P(X - y) and s E Q(X), as required. 
This lemma is essentially known [33, p. 1681. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let C be a subset of a locally convex Hausdorfl topological 
vector space E and let p be a continuous seminorm on E. If  y  E QaC(x), then y  
belongs to QDc((l - h)y $- hx) for all 0 < h .< 1. 
Proof. I f  there is z E C such that 
p((1 - h)y + h”Y - z) < p((1 - h)y + hs - 4’) 
then P(X - z) < p(x - (1 - h) y  - hx) + ~((1 - h) y  + hx - Z) < 
(1 - h) P(x - y) + hp(x - y) = p(x - y), a contradiction. 
If  C is convex, then it is in fact a sun in the sense of approximation 
theory [ 11. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally 
convex Hausdorff topological vector space E. If  a continuous f: C - E satisfes 
liyjnf d,(( 1 - h) x + hf (x), C) ‘h = 0 (1.1) + 
for each x in C andfor each continuous seminorm p on. E, then f  has ajxedpoint. 
Proof. Let P be the set of continuous seminorms on E and let p be in P. 
Define a mapping R: C-t K(C) by R(x) = Qec(f(x)). R is upper semi- 
continuous by Lemma 1 .I. Therefore, it has a fixed point y  by the Fan- 
Glicksberg [14, p. 122; 18, p. 1711 fixed p oint theorem. By Lemma 1.2, 
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2’ belongs to &“((l - h)y + hf(y)) for all 0 ;z. h < 1. Consequently, 
d,((l - R)y + hf(y), C) = @(f(y) - y) and ~(.f(y) - JS) =z 0. Now set 
2, = [s E C: p(x -f(x)) = 01. If  B = (p,: 1 c< i << ni. is a finite subset 
of P and q = xT=,p, E P, then n {Z,: p E B) 3 Z, -4 ‘:. Since each Z, is 
closed, it follows that n {Z,: p E P> is not empt!-. In other words, f  has a 
fixed point. 
I f  C’ is a subset of a vector space E and s E C, we define I,(X) 
{s&z,- = s + a(y - s) for some J E C and a ;,: 0). The closure of a 
subset S of a topological space will be denoted by cl(S). 
The following theorem has been discovered by Halpern and Bergman 
[19, p. 3561. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locali>* 
convex Hausdorfl topological vector space E and let j C - E be continuous. 
If  f(s) E cl(I,(s)) for each s in C, then f  has a fixed point. 
To compare Theorems I .3 and I .4. we present the following lemma. 
LEXI~IA 1.5. Let C be a convex subset of a locally conr’es Hausdot$ 
topological vector space E. If  s belongs to C and z to E, then z E cl(I,(.r)) I$’ 
and only if lim inf,,,, d,(( 1 - h)x + hz, C);h =- 0 for each continuous 
seminorm p on E. 
Proqf. Let z belong to cl(I,(.r)) and let a net {z,(: ti E Z)l C E, whcrr 
“CL< = s k a,(y,, ~- s), with ad z? 0 and ~1~~ E c’ converge to z. Let p be a 
continuous seminorm on E. For each natural numher n we can find d(n) E 11 
such that p(.- - zdtnj) < 1 ,‘n. Since C is conver, we may assume (by changing 
J’~(,~) if necessary) that a,(,,) > n. Denote c,,(,) , j’,l(n) by zn , JP,, , respectivelv 
and set I?,, = I/a,(,,) . W.e have A,, 4 0 and d,,(( 1 -~ h,,)x -+ h,z, C) .. 
p(( I ~ h,,)s -1 l/,2 - 1’,,) 5; p(( I - h,,)x -L- h,,z,, - J,)) 4-m h,p(e ~~ Z>!) c: I?,, ‘n. 
as required. 
(‘onversely, let P be the set of continuous seminorms on E. For p, q in I’. 
let p 5: q mean P(X) < q(x) for all x’ in E. In this way P becomes a directed set. 
For each p in P let ?I, E C and h,, > 0 satisfy p(( I ~-~ h,,)s t hl,z ~ J))) “-1 Il,, 
Define a net (z,: p E P> C I,(s) by zl, = s + a,(y,, - s), where a,, := I/h,, 
Fix a continuous seminorm q and let n be a natural number. If  p ~5 nq, then 
nq(z -~ z,) < p(z - z,) = p(( I - h,).r + h,,z - y,>)!‘h, *< I. It follows that 
(z,) converges to z. Note that the convexity of c’ was not used in the second 
part of the proof. 
Thus, we see that Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are equivalent. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.3, the following result has been 
established. 
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THEOREM 1.6. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally 
convex Hausdorff topological vector space E. If f: C+ E is continuous and p 
is a continuous seminorm on E, then there exists y in C such that p(y - f(y)) = 
d,(f (y), C). 
This theorem is also a consequence of Fan’s famous Lemma [15, p. 3091 
(cf. [16, Theorem 11). We have already observed in [29, p. 6931 (see [32, 
p. 551 for details) that the Halpern-Bergman theorem can be derived from 
this Lemma. 
We conclude this section with a sharpening of condition (1.1). Martin 
[25, Theorem 21 has proved a related result in a Banach space setting. He 
used the concept of approximate solutions to Cauchy problems. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let C be a convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff 
topological vector space E and let p be a continuous seminorm on E. If .z E E, 
x E C and lim infh,,,+ d,(( 1 - h)x + hx, C)/h = 0, then 
lim d,((l - h) x + hz, C)jh = 0. 
h+O+ 
Proof. There exist a sequence {h,} that converges to zero such that 
4U - h,)x + h,z, C)lh, ---f 0. Let E be positive. We can find h, E {h,) and 
y~Csuchthatp((l-hh,)x+h,z--)<Ehli.NowifO<R<hX:,then 
d&l - h)x + hz, C) < ~((1 - h)x + hz - (1 - (h/h,))x - (h/h,)y) < l h, 
as required. 
2. BANACH’S THEOREM 
The main result of this section (Theorem 2.3 below) will be derived from 
the following special case. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E that is 
isomorphic to a Hilbert space H. Let a Lipschitzian f: C -+ E satisfy (1). Then 
f has a unique fixed point provided its Lipschitzian constant is suficiently small. 
Proof. Let d be the Banach-Mazur distance coefficient between E and H 
and let fi C --f E have a Lipschitzian constant smaller than 1 /d. There is an 
isomorphism T: E - H such that the mapping g: T(C) + H defined by 
g(x) = T(f (T-l(x))) is a strict contraction. K = T(C) is a closed convex 
subset of H. Let P: H -+ K be the metric projection on K. Since P is non- 
expansive, the mapping e: K - K defined by e(x) = P(g(x)) is also a strict 
contraction. Let y E K be its unique fixed point (Theorem 2). Since 
y = P(g(y)), y = P((I - h)y + hg(y)) for all 0 < h < 1 by Lemma 1.2. 
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It is clear that g also satisfies condition (1). Therefore, we must have?’ = g(~f). 
Hence, T--‘(y) is a fixed point off. 
See [23] for characterizations of those Banach spaces that are isomorphic 
to a Hilbert space. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let x be in C, a convex subset of a Banach space E. L,et zc f  E, 
z E C’? and 0 f  t < 1. Zf zu E cl(Z,(x)), th en tzc i- (1 ~ t)z also belongs to 
cl(Z&)). 
Ptmf. Let {zu,: n = I, 2 ,...: C Z,(X). where w,! .\ -~ a,(Ji, -- ,x) with 
aTr ;s 0 and yn E C converge to ~1. Set b,L =- ta,, T I - t and u,, 
(tanyn + (I - t),z)/b,, . Then b, ;~, 0. u,, E C, and [X + b,(u,, -- x)1 converges 
to tzc + (1 - t)z. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banarh space E that 
is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. Let a Lipschitsian f: C + E sat@\, (1). [f 
i -- f  is strongly accretive, then f has a jixed point. 
Proof. Choose t :> 0 so that tf  has a sufficiently small Lipschitzian 
constant in the sense of Lemma 2.1. Let r = t/( 1 ~- t). B -= (i + rji - f  )) ’ 
is single-valued and a strict contraction on its domain D. Let 2 belong to C 
and consider the mapping g: C -+ E defined by g(~) == tf(x) + (1 --- t)z. 
By Lemmas 1.5, 1.7, and 2.2, g satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2. I. 
Therefore, it has a fixed point. Hence, CC D. B: C -+ C has a fixed point 
by Theorem 2. This fixed point is also a fixed point off. 
This result remains true when “Lipschitzian” is replaced by “set contrac- 
tion with a bounded range.” 
We do not know how to prove Theorem 5 in its full generality without 
using existence theorems for differential equations. In fact, even the fol- 
lowing special case is unyielding. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let C be a nonempt-v closed convex subset of a Banach 
space E. Zf a strict contraction f: C --f E satisfies ( I ), then it has a unique ,fixed 
point. 
Note, however, that if f  (.x) belongs to Z,(s) for each x E C (and not merely 
to cl(Zc(x))), then Theorem 2.4 is a corollary of [30, Theorem C] (see [29, 
Proposition 2.51). I f  C is bounded and has a nonempty interior, then 
Theorem 2.4 is again a corollary of [30, Theorem C] by [28, p. 251. In this 
case, Theorem 2.4 can be proved directly by the methods of this section 
with the aid of [17, Theorem 11. Note that [25, Theorem I I] is a generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 2.4. 
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3. THE BROWDER-KIRK THEOREM 
In this section, we establish an improved version of Theorem 6 by using 
Theorem 5 for convex C. 
A closed convex subset C of a Banach space is said to possess the fixed 
point property for nonexpansive mappings if every nonexpansive f: C- C 
has a fixed point. It is said to have the common jixed point property for non- 
expansive mappings if every commuting family of nonexpansive self-mappings 
of C has a common fixed point. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C, a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space E, 
possess the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings. Let a continuous 
and boundedj C - E satisfy (1). Zf i - f is accretive, then f has a fixed point. 
Proof. Let 0 < t < 1 and r = t/( 1 - t). B = (i + r(i -f))-’ is single- 
valued and nonexpansive on its domain D. Let z be in C and define g: C ---f E 
by g(“v) = tf (.v) + (1 - t)z. By Lemmas 2.2, 1.5, 1.7, and Theorem 5, 
g has a fised point. It follows that C is contained in D. Every fixed point 
of B: C + C is also a fixed point off. 
Theorem 3.1 implies Theorem 6 by Theorem 3. It seems that at present, 
Theorem 3.1 cannot be proved by the method employed by Browder [9], 
Crandall [ 121, Martin [24], and Vidossich [36] because they require that C 
may have the common fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings. 
It is not clear that every C that has the fixed point property for nonexpansive 
mappings also has the common fixed point property for nonexpansive 
mappings. In fact, the most general known condition that implies the common 
fixed point property requires a weakly compact C to have, in addition to the 
fixed point property, the conditional fixed point property for nonexpansive 
mappings (see [IO] for details). 
C'OROLLARY 3.2. Let C, a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of a 
Banach space E, possess the jxed point property for nonexpansive mappings. 
Zf a nonexpansive f: C + E satis$es (I), then it has a jixed point. 
This result has been proved for Hilbert spaces in [32, p. 941. A similar 
result for isometries appears in [29, p. 6921. If  f  (x) belongs to Z,(x) for all 
x in C (and not merely to cl(Zc(.r))), then Corollary 3.2 is contained in [29, 
Theorem 2.11. See also [31, Theorem 2.41. If  C has a nonempty interior, 
then Corollary 3.2 is again contained in [29, Theorem 2.11. This is because 
a functional that supports C at x also supports cl(Z,(~)) at x. 
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4. ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
The ideas of Section 1 enable us to present a simple proof of [28, Theo- 
rem 1.71. Let C be a nonempty compact comes subset of a locally conves 
Hausdorff topological vector space E. Let F: C ---f K(E) be continuous (ix., 
both upper and lower semicontinuous). For each continuous seminorm p 
on E and for each x in C we define Q,,(x) =: {v E C: d,(~‘, F(s)) -= d,,(C, F(s))], 
where n,,(C, F(x)) = inf{p(z - rc): E E C and ec l F(s)j. 
1,mnr.k 4. I. 0”: C 4 K(C) is upper semicontinuous. 
Proof. Let S be a closed subset of C and let a nrt j.yd: ti E I11 C C with 
Q(xd) n S =.G 1: for each n converge to s E C. For each tl E D, there is 
s,( E S such that sd E Q(.Y~). Q’e may assume that lsdl converges to a point s 
in S. For each d, there is zud EF(P+) with p(s,( - nc,,) : c!,,(C, F(Q)). Since 
F is upper semicontinuous. F(C) is compact and we may assume that ;.c,(: 
converges to ZL’ E F(x). Fix J in C and z in F(s). Let E be positive. There is 
do in D such that p(s - sd) < E and p(w - zo,) <. E for all d : ; d, . Since F 
is lower semicontinuous (in fact, a weaker continuit!; condition suRices), 
there is e >> d, and u EF(x,) such that p(.z ~ U) c:. E. (-‘onsequent]!., 
p(s -- zc) -.> p(s - s,) + p(sc, - q) + p(z& - w) <. 2E p(y ~- u) 1 
2t + p(y ~~ z) + p(z - u) < 3~ - p(y ~- z). Hence, p(s - za) -1 p(~* ~ L’) 
and s E Q”(s), as required. 
The following result is obtained bp combining Lemma 4. I nit11 the 
Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem. 
PR~POSITIOK 4.2. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of n local!\, 
convex Hausdorff topological vector space E. If  F: C - k-(E) is continuous and p 
is a continuous seminorm on E, then there exists T in C such that d,( y  -- F(x)) ~- 
d,l(Cl F(Yb 
This proposition yields [28, Lemma 1.61 lvhich, in turn, implies [X. 
Theorem I .7]. The original proof of [28, Th eorcm 1.71 used Fan’s Lemma 
[IS, p. 3091. 
1Vhile dealing with flow invariance in a finite-dimensional Euclidean 
space, Bony [4] (see also [27]) replaced condition (1) with another one. In 
a normed linear space setting, we may formulate his condition in the fol- 
lowing manner. Let C be a subset of a normed linear space E. The metric 
projection P, on C is the mapping that assigns to each s in E the set 
{r E C: / s - ?; / = d(x, C)]. We will say that f:  C - $1 satisfies Bon?q’s 
condition if for each s E C and J E P’(s)\(x~, there is j E J(y - x) such that 
(f(x) -~ s,j) :.q 0. (4.1 ) 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let C be a convex subset of a normed linear space E. If 
z E cl(lc(.r)), then for each y  in P;‘(x)\{x> there is j E J(y - x) such that 
(z - x,j) < 0. 
Proof. C is a Kolmogorov set (see [I] for details). Therefore, there is 
j E J(y - X) such that (U - .1c, j) < 0 for all II E C. If  w = x + a(u - x), 
where a 3 0 and u E C, then (W - X, j) < 0. The result follows. 
Thus, it is natural to ask if the preceding results remain true when condi- 
tion (1) is replaced by Bony’s condition (4.1). The following observations 
supply a partial answer (see also [ 131). Consider the following condition 
for a mapping f: C --, E. 
(4.2) 
for all x E C. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a normed 
linear space E. If a continuous f: C - E satisfies (4.2), then it has a fixed point. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert 
space H. If a strict contraction f: C + H satisfies (4.2), then it has a unique 
jixed point. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let C be a nonempty bounded closed convex subset of 
a Hilbert space H. If a nonexpansive mapping f: C 4 H satis$es (4.2), then 
it has a jixed point. 
These three results are implied by the proofs of Theorem 1.3 and 
Lemma 2.1. It is clear that if f satisfies Bony’s condition (4.1), then it also 
satisfies (4.2). Proposition 4.4 improves [19, Theorem 2.11. Its extension 
to a locally convex setting includes Theorem 1.4. 
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